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Thailand is known as the ‘Land of Smiles’, and has rightfully gained a reputation as a safe, hassle-free place to visit. Hua Hin is, we believe, one of the nicest,
friendliest and safest places to stay in Thailand and we hope the following
tips will not only make your stay here more enjoyable, but also help to keep
Hua Hin and Thailand one of the best places in the world to visit.

Hotel & Environs
The Beach
The vendors and horse riding on
the beach have no connection
with the hotel.
They are unhygienic, and you risk
your health and safety by patronising them.
Horse riding on the beach is of
particular concern. We have had
several guests hospitalised because
of accidents whilst riding beach
horses. The important point we
wish to bring to your attention is
that by patronising beach vendors
you encourage them and increase
their numbers.

Non Residents
In the interest of guest safety and
privacy we do not allow unregistered guests to visit guest rooms
or use our swimming pools.
Tailors may leave goods for de-

livery to your room with our
reception, but under no circumstances are they allowed access
to guestrooms or public areas.

The Pools
Please do not reserve the sundecks for an unreasonable length
of time. We really don’t mind if
you leave your belongings on a
sundeck for an hour, but please
note we enforce a fairly strict
policy about sundecks being for
guests, not for towels, and will
remove belongings left for a
long while.
The vast majority of our guests
are delighted about this, as the
only reason that people feel that
they have to reserve a sundeck is
because everyone else does it! If
nobody does it, then everyone is
the winner.

Wise around Town
Streetwise - Friend or Foe?
Please be wary with people in
town who claim they work for
the ‘Tourist Bureau’ or something similar, and ask for a few
minutes of your time to complete a questionnaire.
Strangers and racketeers are often selling time-share units or
something akin, and if they manage to find out your name and
where you are staying, persistent
sales people will pester you for
the rest of your stay.

HAPPY
CHUKKAS

In@Dusit Shop

A Wise and Friendly Word
regulated fixed charges for their
services and a greatly inflated fee
may be demanded when you
reach your destination.
For your own safety, please do
not travel between town and the
hotel in a tuk tuk or trishaw.
For Thai’s, this form of transport
is only for very short distances
around town, and although it
may seem to be a fun way to
return to the hotel in a tuk tuk
or trishaw, they are really quite
dangerous on the open highway.

Hua Hin’s select and
only Fashionarium

at The Polo Bar
Nightly, 5-8 P.M.
Beer, Wine, Cocktails
at half price!

Dusit Thani Hua Hin Bi-Monthly News

Life down on the Zodiac Farm-Year of the OX
Courtesy of Khun Sumate Sudasna, CDM Thailand

Blooming Exploitation
You will probably be approached
in town by children selling flowers. As appealing as the children
look, by buying flowers from
them or giving them money,
you are actually making their
situation worse, as you are encouraging this exploitation. The
children do not benefit from the
money.

Travelwise

Health and Safetywise

The hotel offers a safe, reliable
and reasonably priced transport
service to and from the town of
Hua Hin, either by scheduled
minibus shuttle, or private car. It
is not possible for us to ‘ring for
a taxi’, simply because no such
service exists.
Local taxis (usually converted
pick-up trucks) are readily available in Hua Hin, and will bring
you back to the hotel, but be sure
to negotiate the fee before you
set off as there are no meters or

Avoid dehydration – it can affect
you quicker and more severely
than you realise.
Be careful of sunburn – some
common sense, particularly at the
start of your holiday will help.
Don’t hire or travel on motorcycles. Almost daily in this area
someone dies while riding a
motorcycle.
If walking on the beach away
from the hotel, we suggest not to
carry or display valuables, wear
revealing clothing or walk alone.
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First-class bathroom amenities
available at Dusit Shop

Give a little
Dusit happiness
The perfect answer to the
age-old question ‘What shall
I give my loved ones or
close friends?’. With a Dusit
Gift Voucher you can rest assured
that whether it be exchanged for
accommodation, food & beverage or a heavenly Devarana Spa
treatment, you will be giving
something just that little bit extra
special. Dusit Gift Vouchers may
be redeemed at a wide range
of participating Thai properties
such as Dusit, Royal Princess,
and D2 Resorts. The flexibility
and options are inspiringly extensive and sure to delight.

The Ox - born under the signs of
equilibrium and tenacity
Metal Ox (1961)
In this promising
year you would do
well to watch your
independent Metal Ox
tendencies and be more
forthcoming with others.
They can often give useful
support, advice and encouragement, but to benefit you
do need to be active, listen
and consult. While the
aspects may be on your
side, you do need to be
realistic in your objectives. This is very much a
year for concentrating on
the areas you know and
drawing on your considerable knowledge.
Water Ox (1913, 1973)
Gary Player once said: “The
harder I work, the luckier
I become.”, and the Water
Ox will find this very true
this year. By putting in the

effort and acting determinedly,
you can look forward to making headway as well as benefiting from some good fortune.
Be persistent and have faith in
yourself. The aspects are on your
side, but you
do need

to allow time for results to filter through. Do not let any initial setbacks or delays deter you.
Persevere, believe and you will
prevail.

Wood Ox (1925, 1985)
Two tips. First, add to your skills
and experience, both in your
work and your interests. By furthering your knowledge
you can gain a lot
of value from what
you do. Secondly,
make the most of
your chances to meet
others. You will be in
impressive and often
sparkling

form this year and the support
and friendship of others will
help you to get far more out of
the year.The Wood Ox will have
seen a lot happen in recent years
and in 2009 you will have an excellent chance to build on your
achievements and make important headway. This will be a year
of steady progress.

new interest or challenge or setting yourself a particular project.
Also, be forthcoming with your
plans and ideas. This is your own
year and it is a time to enjoy.

Fire Ox (1937, 1997)
This is a year for concentrating on the tasks before you and putting in
the effort.With a positive
attitude and the goodwill
of others, you can achieve
a lot this year. New ideas
or emerging talents can
open up some interesting
possibilities. This is very much a
year for making the most of your
chances.

The Tiger - born under the sign of
courage
Metal Tiger (1950)
Be cautious. This is not a year
for risk or haste. Also, although
it may not always suit your style,
a slightly lower profile may
sometimes be wise. In the face
of change, do be prepared to
adapt. This may not always be a
comfortable year, but it can be
instructive.

Earth Ox (1949, 2009)
This is the Earth Ox’s own year
and promises to be a special one.
By setting about activities in
your usual purposeful way, you
can look forward to some pleasing times, and in a lot of what
you do you will be encouraged
by the support of others.To mark
your sixtieth year it could be
worth considering taking up a

An Enchanted Evening

Water Tiger (1962)
Your relations with others will
be key this year and while they
can go well, you do need to be
careful in potentially awkward
situations. Also, be realistic in
your expectations. This is no
year for risks or major breakthroughs.
Wood Tiger (1914, 1974)
Be careful in your relations with
(continued page 4)
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Srisalai Suchartvuti –

Inside Information

Hua Hin Sun Golf News

A Thai valentine returns

Cupid or stupid?

Dear Guests,
Sandwiched between a splendidly
enchanting finale to 2008, Chinese
New Year of the Ox starting on January
26th and Thai New Year (Songkran)
mid April, I am most delighted to wish
you all a very healthy, happy and prosperous New Year.
Despite gloomy forecasts and adverse
global economic influences we managed
to disperse any dark omens and enjoyed
not only a glittering end to last year but
looking forward to a year packed full
of positive energy and accomplishments
– we also look forward to welcoming
all our old friends and newcomers to be
part of what promises to be a great year
ahead at Dusit Thani Hua Hin.
Wishing you a most pleasurable stay,
Victor Sukseree
General Manager
P.S.Your feedback, comments and suggestions are most valuable to us, please do not
hesitate to contact us by e-mail or your
preferred choice of communication.

When you enjoy a romantic dinner
for 2 on the beach under the Hua
Hin stars, you may like to reflect on
the fact that although Thai people
have embraced Valentine’s Day and
adapted this celebration of a legendary
Christian Saint, it is in fact more of an
indication of Thai culture. This is in as
much that Thais just love to have an excuse to enjoy themselves and have a good
time, rather than show their appreciation
for European tradition. Most Thais will
happily pay 300 baht for a rose to give
to their loved one or someone they just
like or respect, even though it would only
have cost 10 baht at any other time. The
somewhat hazy legend of a Roman priest
who defied Emperor Claudius’s ban on
marriage, and ultimately paid the penalty by being executed, would not play a
relevant part for most Thais, who would
see 14th February as a day to celebrate
matters of the heart, such and getting
married. Also high on the list is shopping, giving or receiving gimmicky items
and enjoying a themed meal, or an opportunity to do business and capitalise on
the occasion. But in the inimitable Thai
way it is sure to be elaborate and include
the charm and artistic interpretation that
adds to the magic.

Lake View
Located 18 kilometres from the hotel,
this 36-hole, 440-acre championship golf
course enjoys a backdrop of rolling hills
and lakes and is widely acclaimed by top
golfers. Designed by Roger Packard, the
course was completed in January 1993
and has many interesting water features.

Once a household name in Thailand,
Khun Srisalai walked away, much to
the disappointment of her loyal fans, from
an enormously successful career as a recording and performing artist in order to
enjoy the quiet rural delights of France.
After exerting great persuasion, we are
delighted to have her with us, making a
rare public appearance nightly from 12th
-14th February. Khun Srisalai’s inimitable
sultry voice and wonderfully mesmeric
repertoire of romantic ballads and love
songs, for which she is so famous, is sure
to weave a magical Valentine spell into
the ambience of the Polo Bar and should
not be missed.

Palm Hills
Just 3 kilometres from the hotel, this Max
Wexler-designed course is one of the
most open and enjoyable courses in the
area, particularly for the high handicapper. With lovely rolling scenery and sea
views, it often has cooling sea breezes,
particularly in the afternoons.

Majestic Creek
Situated 30 kilometres southwest of the
hotel, Majestic Creek is a 27-hole championship golf course with unique Zoiza
grass carpet-like undulating fairways and
some lovely water holes. Highly recommended. Other golfing facilities include a
driving range and Pro shop.

Royal Hua Hin
Situated west of Hua Hin town this was
Thailand’s first golf course, established
some 80 years ago. Although not too demanding, it has a great atmosphere, with
mature forests, temples and sea views.
The caddies are considered to be some of
Thailand’s best!

Golf in the Gulf
The Dusit Thani, Hua Hin is the ideal
base to try out your golfing skills on
some of the finest fairways in Thailand. With seven splendid courses within
thirty minutes of the resort you are spoilt
for choice and variety. Just ask at reception and they will make all the necessary
arrangements for booking and transport
to the course of your preference. For further information and reservations ring
# 2071

Birds of a feather golf together!

Golf Lessons

1349 Petchkasem Road,
Cha-am, Petchburi 76120, Thailand
Tel: +66 (0) 3244 2100
Fax: +66 (0) 3252 0296
E-mail: dthh@dusit.com
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Looking to improve your game?
Private lessons are available at some of the local
courses. Please ask for details at the reception.

1

Need a Golf Partner?

If you are looking for someone to play golf with,
register at our reception, and where possible
we’ll put you in touch with each other.

1

Golf Booking

Contact our Duty Team at reception or call #2071

Springfield
Tee off in the shadow of the mountains.
Beautifully maintained, Springfield presents the golfer with a wonderful, beautifully-designed, landscaped 18 holes —
each challenges your senses of aesthetics
as well as your golfing skills. It is a true
Jack Nicklaus masterpiece. A championship course with five sets of tees to play
from, the course offers varying degrees
of difficulty that accentuate the dramatic
lush landscape. Be prepared for some
long carries if you are brave enough to
play from the back tees. It is one of the
best courses you will ever play!
In addition to their PGA professional
teaching staff they also have a fullyequipped Pro shop, chipping and putting
greens and a driving range. Springfield
proudly announces the opening of their
additional nine-hole Valley Course. Surrounded by beautiful mountains, the new
Valley Course is a very spectacular and
challenging course. Its layout runs up the
mountain and back down towards the
Clubhouse. The course was originally
designed and shaped by Jack Nicklaus in
1993, but only constructed by SchmidtCurley recently.

The Banyan Golf Club Hua Hin
The Banyan Tree Golf Club Hua Hin, just
south of town is tucked between a small

mountain and a large mountain range that
serve as a backdrop to this 7030-yard par72 course with four sets of tees.The course
has many dramatic and panoramic views
of the Gulf of Thailand, the lush mountains and Hua Hin town.
Khun Pirapon designed the course to be
one of the best in Thailand and since he has
a vast experience of working on the best,
his thoughts and ideas are well respected,
not to mention eagerly sought after.

Daily Dusit
Sprinter

Black Mountain Golf Club
World-class golf courses linked to a hotel
and spa resort, high-standard surroundings and relaxed atmosphere. Tee-time
intervals of 15 minutes will give you the
feeling that you have the first tee and the
opening hole to yourself, allowing you to
relax and enjoy the golf course and the
fine scenery.

FROM/TO
The Dusit Thani, Hua Hin / The Dusit Thani Hotel, Bangkok
VEHICLE
Mercedes Sprinter (12-seater minibus)
Departure
Arrival

SCHEDULE
The Dusit Thani, Hua Hin
The Dusit Thani, Bangkok

11:15 Hours
14:00 Hours

Departure
Arrival

The Dusit Thani, Bangkok
The Dusit Thani, Hua Hin

15:00 Hours
17:30 Hours

RATE
Adult - one way / Baht.600.Child under 12 - one way / Baht.300.Advance reservation is required.
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Life down on the Zodiac Farm-Year of the OX
(continued)

others. Remain aware and attentive and listen well. Also, be patient. Although some situations
may be frustrating and your
plans may not always proceed
as you may want, in time things
will move. For now, however, it
is a case of waiting, watching developments and doing what you
can

Fire Rabbit (1927, 1987)
As with all Rabbits this year, the
Fire Rabbit should keep an eye
on your general well-being, including not skimping on healthy
or nutritious food as well as having sufficient rest, particularly
during busy periods. To be at
your best, you do need to look
after yourself.

Fire Tiger (1926, 1986)
Although you like to take responsibility for your actions and
set about things in your own way,
this year you should be wary of
adopting too independent an
attitude. You will not only fare
better with support and advice
but also find more possibilities
beginning to open up for you.

Earth Rabbit (1939, 1999)
Set yourself some aims for the
year and particularly look at areas or interests you could expand
on. With good use of your time,
you can make this a personally
rewarding year.

Earth Tiger (1938, 1998)
This will be a mixed year for
the Earth Tiger and while it will
have its more rewarding moments, there could also be frustrations. This is a time for care
and patience. Do involve others in your activities and plans.
Also, be open to new challenges,
particularly those that allow you
to add to your skills and knowledge.

The Rabbit - born under the signs
of virtue and prudence
Metal Rabbit (1951)
Persevere.Your plans may not always proceed as quickly as you
would like, but this is no time to
give up too easily. Steady effort
will allow you to prevail. Also,
your family, friends and close
contacts will often be able to
help you.
Water Rabbit (1963)
You will do a great deal for others over the year, but make sure
this is a two-way process. Also,
do keep your lifestyle in balance
and allow time to relax.
Wood Rabbit (1915, 1975)
This is not a year to expect swift
developments. Be patient and
take your time. Results will be
worth waiting for, especially as
many can have later significance.
Also, do communicate well with
those around you.

The Dragon - born under the sign
of luck
Metal Dragon (1940, 2000)
Listen to the advice of those
around you. There will be much
wisdom in what they say. Also,
show greater patience. You may
face delays and frustrations, but
the results will often be worth
waiting for.
Water Dragon (1952)
Rather than setting your sights
too high, simply enjoy what
you do and the people you have
around you. These are real treasures in your life and this is a
year when you can really appreciate them.

be considered an important and
necessary stage in their career
and one which will prepare the
way for future success.

Earth Dragon (1928, 1988)
As a Dragon, you may cherish a certain independence and
be keen to do a lot by yourself.
However, in 2009 you do need
to draw on the support, advice
and assistance others can give.
Your independent spirit may be
commendable, but to make the
most of your situation, you do
need to involve others and listen
to them.

The Snake - born under the sign of
wisdom
Metal Snake (1941, 2001)
Take your time. Think ahead and
discuss your ideas with others
rather than proceeding hurriedly
and independently. Also, be your
vigilant self when dealing with
paperwork and finance. Thoroughness is the order of the day.
Water Snake (1953)
As a Water Snake you have a keen
mind and over the year you could
derive much satisfaction from setting yourself a personal challenge
or taking up a new interest. The
long-term implications of what
you start in the Ox year should
not be underestimated.

Wood Snake (1965)
Be aware of what is going on
around you, including the views
of others. This way you will be
Wood Dragon (1964)
better able to handle any chalAvoid undue haste. It is better to lenging situations as well as benproceed steadily and surely than efit from some of the developrisk making mistakes or mis- ments of the year. Also, do spend
judgments. Also, make the most quality time with your loved
of the chances you have to build ones and allow some time for
on your skills and meet others. your own interests.
What you do this year can open
up important doors in the near Fire Snake (1917, 1977)
As a Fire Snake you have a great
future.
many talents and this year will
Fire Dragon (1916, 1976)
give you the chance to use them
Tip for the year: There will be as well as take some of them in
a great many demands on your new directions. Make the most
time and you do need to keep of what happens. Also, do keep
your lifestyle in balance. Too your lifestyle in balance and give
much attention in one area time to loved ones and personal
could cause problems in an- interests.
other. Also, with this being an
important year as far as relations Earth Snake (1929, 1989)
with others are concerned, do Be patient. You may be keen to
take any opportunities to meet race ahead, but this is a year for
others. On a personal level you taking one step at a time. Results
can impress this year. For many will need to be worked for, but
Fire Dragons the Ox year can by building up your experience

and concentrating on what you
have to do, you can prepare for
the more substantial success you
are soon to enjoy.

The Horse - born under the signs of
elegance and ardour
Metal Horse (1930, 1990)
Do consult others. You can gain
so much from their advice and
support. Also, while you may like
to seek quick results, remember
this can be a slow-moving year
and your plans may take some
time to be realized. Do bear
this in mind and be prepared to
show some patience.
Water Horse (1942, 2002)
Do talk to others and listen to
what they have to say. With their
support, you can do much more.
Also, consider visiting places of
local interest and making the
most of local amenities. This
could lead to finding places and
activities that you enjoy and that
are not too far away!
Wood Horse (1954)
Although keen to make the most
of yourself and the good opportunities the Ox year can bring,
you must make sure you keep
your lifestyle in balance. Too
much attention in one area can
start to bring problems in another. Do remain aware of this.
Fire Horse (1966)
This is a favourable time and if
you are willing to put yourself
forward, a lot can open up for
you. Do be thorough, determined and prepared. This is a
year for action, but with careful
thought and preparation. Well
begun is half done is the Chinese proverb that will hold good
for the Fire Horse this year.
Earth Horse (1918, 1978)
With so many demands on your
time, keep well organized and
draw on the assistance of others.
Also, try to keep your lifestyle
in balance. Allow some time for
yourself and your own interests
and to appreciate all you have
around you.

The Goat - born under the sign of art
Metal Goat (1931, 1991)
The Ox year will ask a lot of the
Metal Goat and parts of the year
could be challenging. This can
be an important time and what
you can accomplish can be very
much to your future benefit.
Water Goat (1943, 2003)
You are well meaning, but you
can also be sensitive. Rather than
shoulder too much on your own,
do talk to others. Also encourage
joint activities, as spending time
with others can lead to some especially enjoyable moments.
Wood Goat (1955)
This will be a demanding year
but by keeping modest and proceeding carefully, you can still
make it a reasonable one. Keep
your expectations realistic and
avoid risk. You will fare best
by concentrating on what you
know and setting priorities.
Fire Goat (1907, 1967)
Deal with situations as they arise.
As a Fire Goat you sometimes
have a tendency to ignore matters not to your liking and this
can sometimes exacerbate the
problem. Be decisive, be open,
rise to the challenges of the year
and you will grow and ultimately gain a great deal.
Earth Goat (1919, 1979)
Persevere and have faith in yourself. The Ox year can be a test
of your abilities, but rising to its
challenges by remaining focused
and concentrating on what
needs to be done, you will be
able to draw on your considerable personal qualities as well as
add to your experience, and do
yourself a lot of good.

The Monkey - born under the sign
of fantasy
Metal Monkey (1920, 1980)
To be at your best you do need
to pay attention to your lifestyle.
Also, value your relations with
others. Your family, friends and
colleagues can give you useful

support.This can be a significant
year although actual progress
may be modest, but the experience gained and the contacts
built up can be very beneficial
in the longer term.

make the most of your ideas and
opportunities. With a willing attitude, backed by a belief in what
you can do, you can accomplish
a great deal. Central to how you
fare will be attitude.

Water Monkey (1932, 1992)
Make the most of opportunities to develop your skills. Your
efforts in the Ox year can have
considerable value and open up
some intriguing possibilities.
The Year of the Ox is an important one for the Water Monkey,
particularly in terms of what you
learn during it.

Wood Rooster (1945, 2005)
This is a favourable year for you,
but to benefit you do need to
make the most of your ideas. A
lot is possible and your ability in
planning will be well rewarded.
With clear aims and the support
and goodwill of others, much
can be enjoyed over the year.

Wood Monkey (1944, 2004)
This will be a year of interesting opportunities for the Wood
Monkey, although central to it
will be planning, good organization and liaison with others. Do
be forthcoming. Talk over your
ideas and let others help. With
combined effort, so much more
can happen.
Fire Monkey (1956)
This will be a reasonable year for
the Fire Monkey and while he
may not achieve as much as he
would like, by keeping his expectations modest he can make
this a generally satisfying time.
Do be open and draw on the
support and advice of others.
Earth Monkey (1968)
In view of all that has happened
in recent years, the Earth Monkey would do well to regard
this as a good year to take stock,
make the most of your present
position and decide on your
future plans. Although this may
not be a year for major progress,
what you accomplish can be farreaching.

The Rooster - born under the sign
of candour
Metal Rooster (1921, 1981)
This is a promising time for you,
but to benefit you do need to
take action. Also, nurture your
relations with others. The help
you are given can be important
in both your personal and professional life. This is a year to act
and to enjoy yourself.
Water Rooster (1933, 1993)
This is a year of great possibilities, but it does rest with you to

Fire Rooster (1957)
Do not let hopes, ideas and possibilities come to nothing - take
action. It is better to make the
most of your chances than remain frustrated or be left wondering what might have been.
Over the year you will have a
lot in your favour and now is a
good time to act.
Earth Rooster (1909, 1969)
This will be a special year, not
only to mark the start of a new
decade in your life but to get
your forties off to a positive start,
and the effect of your efforts this
year can be far-reaching.To benefit from the encouraging aspects of the year, you do need to
take action. If not, chances could
slip by and some hopes remain
unfulfilled.

The Dog - born under the signs of
loyalty and anxiety
Metal Dog (1910, 1970)
You will have seen a lot happen
in recent years and 2009 will
give you a chance to take stock.
This is a time for consolidation,
developing skills and enjoying
some pleasing personal developments. Think through your actions and avoid haste or risk.
Water Dog (1922, 1982)
With your ambitions for the future, you should make the most
of any chances to build on your
experience. What you learn this
year can be to your long-term
benefits. Also, pay attention to
your relations with others.
Wood Dog (1934, 1994)
One of the key features of the
year is that it is a time for effort
and in the Wood Dog’s educa-

tion it is one for discipline and
focus. This will be a busy and
sometimes demanding year and
throughout you should be careful not to be too independent.

Fire Dog (1946, 2006)
This will be a variable year and
one for care, patience and prudence. In the Ox year it is a
case of making the most of your
situation. Being inflexible or
unwilling to adapt can lead to
problems or undermine what
you are hoping for.
Earth Dog (1958)
The Ox year will be a mixed
one and opportunities will be
limited, but by keeping alert,
adapting as required and being your cautious self, you can
do much to minimize the more
awkward aspects.This is a year to
be careful and aware.

The Pig - born under the sign of
honesty
Metal Pig (1911, 1971)
The year of the Ox is one of
considerable opportunity for the
Metal Pig. At work there will
be chances to take your career
to new levels or to branch off
in new directions. You can also
derive a lot of satisfaction from
developing your skills and interests.
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Water Pig (1923, 1983)
This is a year of great opportunity, but you do need to take
the initiative and act. With your
talents, strengths and ambitions,
you can make important headway.You should also draw on the The Rat - born under the sign of
willingness of family, friends and charm
colleagues to support you.
Metal Rat (1960)
The Ox year, with its emphasis
Wood Pig (1935, 1995)
on commitment and effort, will
This is a year of considerable
suit the Metal Rat well. You are
scope for the Wood Pig and by
likely to make the most of the
setting about aims and activities
challenges and situations that
in your usual robust way, you
arise and be satisfied with what
will find a lot going in your
you do. It is important that you
favour. Be forthcoming and let
keep your lifestyle in balance and
others know of your hopes and
preserve some time to enjoy the
ideas.
rewards you work so hard for.
Fire Pig (1947)
Water Rat (1912, 1972)
You should make a special point
This is a year for effort and for
of liaising with others this year.
care. Look to develop your skills.
Their assistance can help you a
Whether these are work-related
lot. Also, it could be worth conor more personal, they can open
sidering taking up a new interup interesting opportunities and
est or challenge. With this being
reward you handsomely for the
a year of opportunity, you will
effort you put in.
often welcome the chance to try
out something new.
Wood Rat (1924, 1984)
This will be a significant year for
Earth Pig (1959)
the Wood Rat and there could
In this favourable and imporbe some key developments, partant year you would do well to
ticularly in your personal life,
decide on your main aims and
while at work there will be good
then concentrate on them. With
opportunities to make more of
focus and perseverance, this can
your skills.
be a time of considerable success. You should also draw on Fire Rat (1936, 1996)
the support of others and the The Ox year offers considerable
information and advice that is scope for the Fire Rat and by
available to you.
making the most of the situation
you can make this a satisfying
and constructive time. Embrace
new challenges. By furthering
your knowledge and skills you
will find yourself gaining in a
variety of ways.
Earth Rat (1948, 2008)
This will be a pleasing year for
the Earth Rat, giving you a
good chance to concentrate on
your plans and derive satisfaction from your activities. The
support of others will be an important and encouraging factor
over the year.
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(Article by Bangkok Post)

COUNTDOWN at
Dusit Thani HUA HIN
Resort holds annual celebration despite the tourism downturn.

Despite the downturn in the tourism industry, several hotels
made a whole-hearted bid to organise their New Year celebrations as usual.
Known for its huge outdoor gala dinner and countdown extravaganza, the Dusit Thani Hua Hin was able to maintain the tradition
started when the hotel opened some 18 years ago. Repeat guests from
overseas were still prominent, making the event almost like one big
international family get-together.
Victor Sukseree, the hotel’s general manager, was in good form as
the host for the evening, welcoming guests for cocktails in the hotel’s
elegant lobby, now dotted with layered glass art forming the latest
decorative item.
By 7:30P.M. guests had slowly filtered to the outside lawn where buffet tables lined the perimeter of the entire dinner venue. The Royal
Symphony Orchestra, seated on the immense stage, entertained during dinner, as guest singers took turns to sing their favourite tunes.
Among them were much-loved regulars at the New Year countdown,
including Arthur Panyachote, Duangdao Thaohiran, Sirinporn Vessarojkit and Viruj Sarobol.
Joining the musical line-up were the Resonance, an a cappella group
who performed a number of well-known songs, culminating with
Sawasdee where they were joined by a chorus of hotel staff lining
the dance floor.
The evening’s highlight was once again a performance by the Dusit Resort Acting Group (Drag) comprising hotel staff and trainees
from the Rajabhat University in Phetchaburi, led by a core group of
professional dancers under the direction of choreographer Suteesak
Pakdeeteva.
The theme, “Some Enchanted Evening”, was reflected in the stage
decor featuring surreal palm trees and a tropical island à la Bali Hai
from the musical South Pacific, as well as the choice of songs and
the costume contest for guests. A total of nine winners were selected
from the beautifully outfitted guests, some in period costume and
others in glittering disco minis. They each received a bottle of Moët
and Chandon to go with their seafood barbecue dinner, while the
younger underage winners were presented with vouchers for 500
baht of ice cream.
After the show, there was time for guests to let their hair down on the
dance floor for about an hour before they were invited to move to
the lagoon, where Drag members, lining a submerged walkway in the
lagoon, performed a candle dance leading up to the midnight hour,
which was marked by a spectacular firework display.
Then it was another hour of non-stop dancing until the close of the
party.
Those who were tired staggered off to bed, while others still in a
celebratory mood moved to the Polo Bar, where the party continued
until sunrise on the first day of the New Year.
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Local Attraction

The Nature of Wonder : Kaeng Krachan National Park
KHUEN KAENG KRACHAN
Khuen Kaeng Krachan has been
a pride of Phetchaburi Province
ever since the dam was commissioned four decades ago.
The huge lake the dam created
is dotted with islands that were
once hilltops and fringed on its
west by forest and mountains of
Kaeng Krachan National Park.
South of the dam, there is a lakeside community and restaurants
that serve tasty dishes made from
fish freshly caught in the reservoir.
Here visitors can rent long-tailed
boats and go fishing or take a
lake tour and visit ethnic villages

Goodbye to you my trusted friend
Regular visitors to Dusit
Thani Hua Hin will be saddened to learn of the passing of our old friend, Nick
Nicholson, beloved husband
of Mari. In total, Nick and Mari
had spent four years at Dusit
Thani Hua Hin, having stayed
at the resort for three months
every year since its opening as
Dusit Resort and Polo Club in
December, 1992.
Naturally, as such a regular guest
with a caring manner and larger-than-life personality, Nick
built quite a rapport with all of
our long-serving staff, many of
whom who were in tears when
they learnt the news.
Determined to make their feelings known, I was asked to pen a
tribute and letter of condolence
on behalf of the staff. This was
e-mailed to Mari on the eve of
Nick’s funeral and is printed in
full on the right of this page.

Nick was held in such esteem
that two staff travelled all the
way to the Isle of Wight in the
United Kingdom to represent
the hotel at the funeral. Many
other staff and guests who could
not be there, felt they wanted to
share their friend’s final journey
together and decided to gather
on the beach in front of the
Rim Talay Bar & Grill, where a
simultaneous service and wake
was organised to remember and
bid farewell to their departed
friend. Many anecdotes were
told and there was scarcely a
dry eye in the house, with both
laughter and tears were shared
in equal amounts as a dear departed friend was remembered
and sent on his way in the manner that Nick had always said he
would like.
Dusit Thani Hua Hin hasn’t quite
seen the end of Nick Nicholson

though. Early next year, his loving wife Mari is going to return
to the hotel, her second home as
she likes to call it, and at Nick’s
behest, plans are afoot to organise
a memorial service and have his
ashes scattered on the beach that
he so loved to walk on in front
of the hotel. We, of course, look
forward to welcoming as many
of Nick’s old friends as possible
for what promises to be a special
and moving occasion for all of
us at Dusit Thani Hua Hin.

Nick, if you can hear us up there,
in memory of the cool season
that you always spent with us,
we hope you don’t mind if we
take some of the lyrics from the
song Seasons in the Sun as the
inspiration for a final parting
thought.
“Goodbye to you our trusted
friend...we had joy, we had fun,
we had seasons in the sun, but
the wine and the song with your
passing have all gone.”

Dearest Mari,
We all hope this finds you well and strong.
Words do not flow as they normally would on days like today.
Experience tells me it is not easy to say goodbye to a guest, far
harder to bid farewell to a guest we love. However, today, all at
Dusit Thani Hua Hin are not only saying goodbye, but bidding our
fondest and final farewell to someone who was much more than just
a favourite guest. Nick Nicholson was and always will be a friend
that we loved dearly. Believe me when I say there will be many a
tear shed in this part of the world.
Mari, if it is difficult for us, then it must be so much more so for
you, as you say goodbye to Nick, your beloved and loving husband.
Today, be brave. Listen to the glowing heartfelt tributes and laugh at
all the anecdotes while you remember all the happy years you spent
together. Comfort yourself in the thought that wherever you tread,
Nick will still be there watching you, opening doors with you and
warning you of any dangers and pitfalls along the way. Many more
tears will doubtless be shed there today, but there will surely be lots
of laughter too.Why not? Don’t be ashamed to laugh or cry.Try not
to hold back your true feelings, as Nick would never have wanted
that.You will be surrounded, supported and comforted by ones who
love you and loved Nick, people you can trust.
After it’s all over, take a while, as long as you need, to compose
yourself and gather your thoughts. I’ll give you a call and you know
that you can get anything you want of your chest down the line.We
can laugh and cry together.
Alas, now my words have dried up, so it’s better I leave you in peace
with your thoughts.
Dearest Nick and Mari, you may be out of sight but you will never
be out of mind. Our prayers and thoughts are with you.
All our love until we meet again,
Victor Sukseree and the Staff of Dusit Thani Hua Hin

on the other side of the lake.
Kaeng Krachan, the country’s
largest national park, provides
various types of accommodation for visitors, from camping
ground to bungalows, and there
are numerous resorts along the
Phetchaburi River that flows out
of the dam.
The well-paved Highway 3499
connects Khuen Kaeng Krachan
and the town of Thayang. For
the more adventurous type there
is a shortcut from Nong Ya Plong
that cuts through Ban Prong
Wichian to the town of Kaeng
Krachan just east of the dam site.

KAENG KRACHAN NATIONAL PARK
West of the dam and its reservoir
is the 2,914-square-kilometre
Kaeng Krachan National Park
that extends to the Burmese
border and endowed with a rich
diversity of flora and fauna that
attracts naturalists, trekkers as
well as wildlife photographers.
Among the park’s places of interest is the forest protection unit
at kilometer 30 called Phanoen
Thung Camp where visitors can
pitch tents.
The area draws its name from
a 1,207-metre peak a few kilometers from the camp featuring
hilltop grasslands which is the
grazing ground for gaurs and
other wildlife.
Six kilometers further up the
park road from the forest protection unit is an observation point
that presents a vast sweep of a
valley clad in mist every morning. And unless you’re totally
out of luck, you should be able
to hear calls of gibbons echoing
through the lush valley.
Thor Thip Waterfall is another
highlight of the park. To get
there, you have to walk four ki-

lometers along a forest trail that
begins at the end of the park
road.The same trail also leads to a
camping station deep in the forest by Phetchaburi River called
KU Camp. Kaeng Krachan National Park also has several other
waterfalls – notably Kradangla
in Nong Ya Plong and Pa La-u
in Hua Hin – but Namtok Thor
Thip is closest to the dam and
park headquarters.

There are also caves and saltlicks
frequented by animals that are
worth visiting. For a tour, drop
by the park visitors’ centre located a kilometre south of the dam
site. It also has a nice lakeside
camping area.
For safety reasons, the route leading to Panoen Thung is closed
during monsoon months, usually
from August 1 to October 31, but
park lodgings near the visitors’
centre are open all year round.

Through the Lens – Remembering Nick Nicholson

PHETCHABURI RIVER
The Phetchaburi River is famous for its clean water because
it is fed by creeks and streams
originating in unspoilt mountains that still retain their natural
forest cover. It is said King Rama
V was a great admirer of Phetchaburi River, so much so that
he chose the river as the source
of his drinking water. That same
attribute today inspires visitors
to a dip even miles downstream
from the dam. On either bank of
the river sit several resorts, some
of them also offer rafting tours.
Out of Kaeng Krachan, the river
passes through farmlands and
communities in Tha Yang, Phetchaburi town and Ban Laem
where it drains its contents into
the Gulf of Thailand.
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Touching the senses
Devarana, pronounced “Te-Wa-Run”, is a Thai-Sanskrit
word meaning “garden in heaven” that was inspired by ancient Thai literature “Traibhumikatha” written by Phraya
Lithai of the Sukhothai Dynasty in 1345 AD. Devarana Spa
was established to offer spa lovers “outstanding spa services” at
selected five-star hotels.With an emphasis on pampering and
wellness, “East-meets-West”Thai health and beauty practices
have been sourced from age-old therapies and updated with
modern knowledge to pamper and revitalize guests.

High-dreation
by Singha
The Dusit Thani, Hua Hin is
the ideal location to unwind
and it is no surprise that many of
our guests enjoy relaxing by our
swimming pools or on the beach.
As we are located in a tropical climate, with temperatures ranging
from 25º to 35ºC, it is important
to make sure you drink enough
water, especially if you are exposed to the sun for extended
periods of time.
We will give away complimentary water, or “nam” as it is called
in Thai, twice a day, at 11A.M.
and then again at 2P.M. If you

are relaxing on the beach, or
by the pool, then watch out for
the people in the yellow T-shirts
who will be happy to provide
complimentary bottles of water
sponsored by Singha.
Dusit Mineral Water is available
throughout the day at 30 Baht
per bottle and please feel free
to choose from a variety of soft
drinks, cocktails, wines and beers
from our poolside service outlets. The hotel will continue to
provide 2 complimentary bottles
of drinking water in each guest
room daily as usual.

DUSIT THANI HUA HIN ALL-INCLUSIVE PACKAGE TO HUA
HIN HILLS VINEYARD

Transport to and from the vineyard
by private car
u A welcome glass of iced Shiraz
grape juice
u A brief insight into the history and
evolution of Hua Hin Hills Vineyard,
Siam Winery, the harvesting and
vinification techniques used to
produce the range of available
products
u

Tasting session at the vineyard
bistro including canapes or
3-course set lunch, bottled water
and refreshing towel
u A chance to browse and buy in the
vineyard wine cellar
u Explore the vineyard on elephant
back together with a guide
u

BAHT 3,000 per person or BAHT 5,000 for two
(Including Canapes)

1

BAHT 4,000 per person or BAHT 6,000 for two
(Including 3-course Set Lunch)

Introducing Devarana Lifestyle Programme
A series of wellness retreats that fits your everyday lifestyle
Throughout 2009, Devarana Spa brings the spa lifestyle into your everyday living with a series of
four lifestyle programmes, including After-Party Retreat, Before Sun-Sea-Sand, Stress-Buster and
Festive Fun. Each programme combines three-hour spa treatments that help to improve your beauty, harmony and wellbeing.
After-Party Programme (January – March)
Look and Feel Your Best After Countless
Parties
From January to March, after many nights of
holiday parties, After-Party Retreat Programme
helps you to get rid of after-party symptoms
and make you look and feel your ‘party best’
again with Algae and Caffeine Slimming Body
Wrap with a revitalizing face mask, Swedish
Massage, Foot Reflexology. A young coconut
juice is also served during the session for
rehydration and a faster hangover recovery.
Price: THB 6,200++ and PHP 8,000++

For further details, please visit our website: www.devaranaspa.com
Devarana Spa at Dusit Thani Hua Hin
Tel: +66 0 3244 2494

Special Promotions & Packages

DUSIT DOES GOOD
The Ananda Mahidol Foundation
Ananda Mahidol was the
eighth king of the Chakri
Dynasty of Siam and brother
to the present ruling monarch King Bhumibol Adulyadej. His mysterious death
was one of the most traumatic
events in the history of modern
Thailand.
Ananda Mahidol was only 10
years old and a schoolboy in
Switzerland when he succeeded
his uncle, King Prajadhipok, in
1935. World War II prevented
his return to Thailand to assume
his constitutional duties until
1946. Shortly thereafter, early in
the morning of June 9, he was
found dead in his bed of a gunshot wound. The case was never
fully explained, and the controversy over it contributed to the
weakening of civilian constitu-

tional government and helped
precipitate the return of military
government in Thailand.
The Anandamahidol Foundation was established by His Majesty King Bhumibol Adulyadej,
in April 1959 in memory of his
late brother. The foundation’s
goal is to promote higher education abroad for less-wealthy
Thais by offering support for
advanced studies through scholarships for qualified bachelor’s
degree graduates from any Thai
university.The scholarship recipients, who are outstanding technically and morally, will further
their advanced studies abroad,
then upon graduation return
to transfer their knowledge to a
younger generation in an effort
to help the Thai nation.
The Anandamahidol Foundation
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Before Sun-Sea-Sand Programme
(April – June)
Intensive Preparation for Summer Beauty
During April to June, when the season of
sunshine comes around the corner, Before SunSea-Sand Programme combines Red Grape Body
Scrub, Citrus Aromatic Oil and Green Tea Body
Wrap with Aromatic Detoxified and Contoured
Massage to beautify, firm and strengthen your
skin, so you can enjoy your sun-sea-sand holiday
without worries.
Price: THB 6,200++ and PHP 8,000++
Stress-Buster Programme
(July – September)
Stop Stress Before It Gets the Better of You

constantly finds itself struggling
for funds and so the founder
of Dusit Thani International,
Thanpuying Chanut Piyaoui, a
staunch supporter of the foundation, came up with the idea of
producing a celebration limitededition New Latitude wine to
celebrate her 60th anniversary
in the hospitality industry and
donating all proceeds to the
foundation.
Only 600 bottles of the ‘Dusit
60 Edition Speciale’ red Shiraz,
produced from grapes handpicked at the local Hua Hin
Hills Vineyard, were made available and the wine has been well
received as offering a true taste
of Thailand and Thai wine. We
are now down to our last few
available bottles which we are
also offering by the glass. If you
would like to take advantage of
this final opportunity to sample
this wine and help towards the
education of gifted Thai students
into the bargain, just ask the staff
in any of our restaurants or bars.

Throughout July to August, which can be the
most stressful time of the year for many people,
Stress-Buster Programme puts a stop to all the
stress with Thai Herbal Steam, Colour Therapy
Hot Bath, when smooth, rich chocolates are
served to help boost your pleasurable sensations.
Complete the programme with a Devarana Massage with Yogic Breathing Therapy at the end.
Price: THB 5,500++ and PHP 6,500++

Happy Vanilla Valentine at Devarana Spa
Singles are not being left out of Valentine’s Day as Devarana Spa is offering the Happy Vanilla Valentine package (2.5 hrs.) to warm the hearts of those who are unattached to a significant other, as
well as allowing couples the opportunity to enjoy a sweet sensation of togetherness.
Instead of typical roses or chocolates, Happy Vanilla Valentine uses sweet and soothing vanilla to
create a treat for everyone. Vanilla essential oil plays an important part in uplifting your mood,
bringing new hopes, creating romance and healing loneliness. So whether you celebrate the freedom of singleness or rejoice in harmony with your loved one, Happy Vanilla treatments will create
an unforgettably relaxing sensation of total wellbeing.
Begin the bliss with the smooth subtle scent of a Floral Vanilla Bath, where you can let your thoughts
drift away while the milky warm water softens your skin and relaxes your muscles. Then, the deep
cleansing Vanilla Colada Body Scrub uses dried coconut as a mild exfoliating agent to gently remove
dead skin cells with the scent of vanilla spreading around your body. At the end a relaxing Aromatic
Massage is applied with a blend of vanilla and patchouli oils, helping to relieve muscle tension and
calm the mind.
Valid: Throughout February 2009
Price: Thailand - Baht 4,800++ per person / 8,600 ++ per couple
Price: Manila - PHP 5,800++ per person / 10,400++ per couple
Venue: Available at all Devarana Spas

Festive Fun Programme
(October – December)
Make Your Winter Care Regime More
Pleasurable
From October to December, when the world is
full of parties, celebrations and holiday cheer,
Festive Fun Programme gets your skin prepped
and protected with Honey and Oatmeal Bath,
Chocolate Body Scrub, Swedish Massage and
Refreshing Facial to heal and protect itchy,
extra dry, chapped skin, so you can happily
enjoy a festive winter with a gorgeous and
glamorous look.
Price: THB 5,900++ and PHP 7,200++
So whether you look and feel jaded after a late-night party, need to prepare yourself for a sunny
vacation, feel stressful from annual budget preparation or want to look stunning for the holiday
celebrations, the new lifestyle programmes will relax, refresh and recharge your body and mind.
You will look great and feel great from the beginning of the year and beyond.
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FOOD, GLORIOUS FOOD! What next is the question?

RESTAURANTS & BARS

Cake of the Month
Get active!

Open daily 6 A.M.-11 P.M. / Extension: 2499
‘The Restaurant’ is our exciting all-day
international fine dining venue - featuring the
Dusit Gourmet, totally spoiling you for choice.
Sundays – ‘Sunday Lunch Buffet’.
For only 600 Baht (children 300 Baht), you can
enjoy a delicious leisurely buffet of local and
international dishes.

Choose from an extensive range of sporting
facilities including a fitness centre, squash, tennis, horse riding, snooker and table tennis. If you
need someone to play against we can arrange
a suitable partner. Don’t forget our daily classes
– Tai Chi at 6.30 A.M. in front of the children’s
pool and Aerobics at 4.30 P.M at D-FiT, ask the
activities team for details.
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San Marco
Open daily 6-10:30 P.M. / Extension: 2699
Enjoy Italian favourites in the delightful
alfresco ambience of San Marco.
Wednesdays - are ‘Pasta Factory Buffet Dinner’
nights – Our ever-popular Italian buffet, with
a design-your-own-pasta station, antipasto
buffet and a range of mouth-watering desserts
and Italian ice creams, all for just 850 Baht.
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Ban Benjarong

EVERY MONDAY : Carvery Night

EVERY WEDNESDAY : Pasta Factory

Open daily 6-10:30 P.M. / Extension: 2799
(Closed on Wednesdays & Thursdays)
The unique cuisine of Thailand served overlooking the lagoon, either in air-conditioned
comfort or outdoors on the terrace.
Fridays - ‘Thai Market Night’, traditional buffet
and range of foodstalls, with a great selection
of regional and local Thai cuisine, accompanied
by graceful Thai dance performances, priced at
850 Baht.

Try something different
STRAWBERRY Lover
Stawberry Mousse with Chocolate Crisp and Joconde Biscuit

Book of the Month
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Rim Talay Bar & Grill
Bar & Grill open daily, weather permitting,
from 6-10.30 P.M.
Drinks to 11.00 P.M. / Food last order 10.30 P.M.
(Closed on Sundays & Mondays)
International fine dining in a wonderful
beachside setting.
Saturdays – ‘Barbecue Buffet Dinner’ and the
finest local seafood and imported meats chargrilled to perfection with salad bar and dessert
buffer, all for 990 Baht (children 450)

The Polo Bar

Cocktail of the Week
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Lobby Lounge

EVERY FRIDAY :Thai Market Night

EVERY SATURDAY : The Seafood Barbecue

Open daily 10 A.M.- Midnight
A relaxing place to watch the world go by,
enjoy the great views. Traditional afternoon
tea is served daily.
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Sala Thip

Cut out the coupon and receive your free glass of New Latitude Wine
when 2 or more people dine at one of these buffets

Open daily 10 A.M.-7 P.M.
A great poolside location to relax, play and
enjoy your preferred choice of drinks and light
refreshments.
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Room Service

#

24 hours daily
Please refer to the Room Service Menu in your
in-room Directory of Services for a delicious
selection of food at any time of the day or night.

Interested in finding out more about Thailand its people, language, culture and cuisine? Gain
firsthand knowledge by joining our activity
classes from 2-3 P.M. on Monday–Friday at the
Ban Benjarong and Saturdays at Sala Nok. See
how we make those wonderful ice sculptures,
gel candles, paint traditional batiks, cook those
fragrant dishes or you can simply brush up on
your conversational Thai. We also have a daily
schedule for kids – ask the activities team for
details. If you prefer to take things a little easier
then try our soothing massages by the Garden
Pool – 400 Baht for 50 minutes.

Dressing up with Mike
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Open daily 5 P.M.-1 A.M.
(Closed on Tuesdays)
Pre-dinner drinks or after-dinner cocktails,
the Polo Bar is a relaxed and elegant place to
get together. Our resident quartet entertains
nightly, except Monday. Try our speciality coffees.
Happy Hours nightly 5-8 P.M.

Resort thingamagics

Ask our bartender which one it is this week
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The Restaurant
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Beauty Salon
(10:00 A.M. - 7:00 P.M.)
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

Shampoo & Blow Dry

Baht 350

Shampoo / Cut / Blow Dry Baht 600 (Man)
Baht 1,000 (Woman)
Baht 450 (Child)
Hair Setting

Baht 600

Hair Steam Treatment

Baht 600

Permanent Wave (Perming) Baht 4,000
Manicure or Pedicure

Baht 450

Paraffin Wax Spa

Baht 450

Waxing / Beehive

Baht 900

Hair Beading

Baht 60/120
(Per string)

